
Having Tough
Conversations-
LICDP is here

for you.

Divorces come in all different shapes and sizes. Some couples are in
agreement that their marriage has reached a point of dissolution whereas for

others, the desire for divorce might not be shared by both parties.

Having the "divorce talk" with your spouse, more often than not, is emotional,
anxiety-provoking, and downright uncomfortable.

One of our esteemed Family Support Specialists, Alyse Parise, LCSW, has put
together some tips on how to have this discussion with your spouse. Alyse has

years of experience helping couples navigate the world of divorce
and her compassionate spirit can help you navigate it too.

Your Family Deserves The Best.
Your Family Deserves Collaborative.

Click HERE to read Alyse's Article, "We Need To Talk: How to Tell
Your Spouse You Want a Divorce"

Getting divorced in today's world is much more complex than it was years ago-
things cost more, it is more commonplace that young people attend college,

and college tuition is no exception to the overall increase in costs.

Nannette Watts, CPA, has worked tirelessly to help couples divorce while

https://www.licdp.com/post/we-need-to-talk-how-to-tell-your-spouse-you-want-a-divorce


planning for future financial events in their own lives, as well as their children's
lives. Nannette knows exactly what questions to ask to make your financial

planning surrounding your children's college education much more
comprehensive and will make you feel at ease in both the short and long term.

Click HERE to read Nannette's Article,"Finance 101: How to
Address College Expenses for the Children"

Click HERE to watch "The
Collaborative Circle- Co-
Parenting After Divorce"

Would you ever be comfortable
allowing a complete stranger to
determine your future? That is

essentially the outcome when divorces
are litigated. The judge, a stranger,

makes the decisions and those
decisions are final.

Collaborative Divorce gives YOU
power over all of the decision making.

Hear from LICDP's Attorney David
Flier as he discusses co-parenting

after divorce and how the flexibility of
the Collaborative Model truly works
for the family unit moving forward.
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